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Abstract
We consider the Renaming Problem, a basic processing step in string algorithms, for which we
give a simultaneously work and time optimal Las Vegas type PRAM algorithm. The Renaming
Problem is closely related to the Multiset Sorting Problem.
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Introduction

The Renaming Problem is defined as follows:
Input: An array A[1, n] consisting of k ≤ n distinct elements from an ordered universe.
Output: An array B such that B[i] = j if j is the rank of A[i] in A, i.e. A[i] is the jth smallest
element of the array from amongst the k distinct elements of A.
Throughout this paper, we will be working in the comparison model, that is, we may only access
the elements of A by comparing them with each other. Furthermore, we will take k to be unknown
so that k will be an input-sensitive parameter for our problem.
In the sequential setting this problem is equivalent to the Multiset Sorting Problem, defined as
follows:
Input: An array A[1, n] consisting of k ≤ n distinct elements from an ordered universe.
Output: An array B containing a sorted permutation of A.
These problem are equivalent in that there are linear time reductions in both directions. Sequential
algorithms for these problem can be made to run in O(n log k) time via e.g. 2–3 trees. A standard
counting argument gives a lower bound of Ω(n log k) for the multiset sorting problem, which,
combined with the linear time reductions, shows that Θ(n log k) is the correct bound for both
problems in the sequential setting.
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Consider now the parallel setting1 . We consider work-optimal algorithms which are those with
processor-time product of O(n log k) for this problem. Multiset Sorting and Renaming are not
equivalent on PRAMs, as can be seen by considering the case where k is known to be 2. The
multiset sorting problem then is equivalent to the problem of determining the parity of n bits which
has a well-known lower bound of Ω(log n/log log n) even with polynomially many processors [3].
On the other hand, the renaming problem can be solved in this case in O(1) time and O(n) work.
So renaming is provably easier than multiset sorting in terms of parallel time.
We consider the general case with arbitrary unknown k. Any work-optimal algorithm for this
problem must take Ω(log k) time. Otherwise, ω(n) processors would have to be allocated2 . If k
turns out to be a constant, any such algorithm would end up doing ω(n log k) work, thus violating
work-optimality. Therefore, only O(n) processors can be allocated, forcing the algorithm to take
Ω(log k) time. Finally, all lower bounds above apply equally to randomized algorithms.
In this paper, we give the first both time and work optimal randomized algorithm for the
renaming problem, that is, an algorithm which takes O(log k) time and O(n log k) work w.h.p.
(that is, the failure probability is at most inverse polynomial in n). Throughout we use |A| to
denote the size of an array A.

1.1

Motivation

A great deal of attention has been focused on the model of computation for string matching
problems. In the seventies and eighties, the main focus for this type of research was automatatheoretic. More recently, the central issue has been how characters may be accessed and compared
on RAMs [1]. The upshot of the character-theoretic research is that there seems to be two distinct
classes of problems, i.e., those which require an ordered character universe and those which rely
only on character equality.
The result in this paper is revelant to the former class of string matching problems. In particular,
a typical preprocessing in the sequential setting involves renaming characters to integers so that
they may be hashed, used as array indices etc. Parallel algorithms for this class of problems also rely
on the same integer based techniques. However since optimal PRAM algorithms for these problems
are a relatively recent development, it was generally assumed that renaming could be implemented
via comparison sorting. This was possible because sorting was never the work-bottleneck. For
example, when the most efficient parallel suffix tree construction algorithm took O(n log n) work
and O(log n) time with integer characters, the authors justify their claim that the same bounds
hold in the weaker comparison model since sorting can be performed as a preprocessing within
these bounds [2].
Suffix trees can now by constructed in O(n) work and O(log n), for n bit strings [5]. This
algorithm, combined with the renaming algorithm provided in this paper, gives the first work
optimal, i.e. O(n log σ), suffix tree construction for an n character string consisting of σ distinct
characters drawn from an ordered universe. Note that this is exactly the standard model assumed
in sequential suffix tree construction. We also obtain the first work optimal parallel dictionary
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Throughout this paper we assume the arbitrary Concurrent Read Concurrent Write Parallel Random Access
Machine (CRCW PRAM) [8].
2
f (n) ∈ ω(g(n)) iff g(n) ∈ o(f (n)).
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matching algorithm [?]. In general, therefore, we provide a technique for converting comparison
problems to integer problem without work degradation on the CRCW PRAM.

2

Renaming

We solve a related problem called DistinctSort in which we will output the sorted list of
the distinct items from the input array. Notice that this differs from Multiset Sorting in that
distinct element is represented once in the sorted list. Once this list has been computed,
element of A can find its rank in O(log k) time with a single processor via binary search,
completing the computation for renaming.
Given quadratically many processors DistinctSort can be performed as follows.

only
each
each
thus

√
Lemma 2.1 Given an array A of size n with k distinct elements, we can sort the distinct elements
of A in O(log k) time and O(n log k) work.
Proof:
√
1. Each element A[i] is assigned n processors, with which it checks in constant time if it is the
leftmost occurrence of its value in the array. If not, A[i] becomes inactive.
2. Each active element A[i] find its nearest preceeding active neighbor in constant time via the
rightmost-ones algorithm of [6] using a total of n processors.
3. A list ranking is performed by pointer doubling on the active elements of A. They are thus
√
placed by rank in a new array B. This takes O(log k) time and n processors.
4. The elements of B are sorted via Parallel Mergesort [4], in O(log k) time with k processors.

Thus, if we choose a small sample from our input array, we can DistinctSort it within our
target time bounds. Notice that a byproduct of such a procedure is a lowerbound on k, the number
of distinct elements. Further, if we find that this lower bound is large (say Ω(n1/4 )), then we can
sort the array directly, via Cole’s Mergesort [4], and determine the output by directly computing
the rank of the distinct elements via prefix sums. Otherwise, the lower bound is small and since we
show that almost all elements of the input array are represented in our sample, we can recurse on the
(proportionately) smaller surviving set by eliminating those represented in the sample from further
consideration. We will show that we terminate after a constant number of rounds of this procedure.
While our algorithm is obtained by random sampling somewhat reminiscent of randomized parallel
sorting algorithms [9], the fact that k is unknown and that we seek an algorithm with time dependent
on only k introduces new technical difficulties in our setting, which we overcome.
More concretely the algorithm is as follows.
DistinctSort(C[1, m]): Procedure to find the distinct elements of array C and sort them,
using n processors.
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1. If m ≤

√

n, exit from the recursion and apply Lemma 2.1.
√

n
2. Set µ = m log
select each element of C with probability µ. (Therefore, we
n . Independently
√
expect to have selected n/ log n elements.)

3. Compact selected items from C into an array D; See Lemma 2.4.
4. Sort the unique elements of D into array E via Lemma 2.1.
5. If |E| ≥ n1/4 , exit from the recursion and sort C directly using Mergesort [4] and determine
the output by directly computing the rank of the distinct elements via prefix sums.
6. Each element C[i] searches for its value in E via binary search with a single processor. If its
value is found C[i] becomes inactive. Otherwise it remains active.
7. The active elements of C along with the elements in E are compacted into F . Return the list
output by DistinctSort(F ).
To solve our problem, we need to invoke DistinctSort(A[1, n]).

2.1

Analysis

We first prove some general lemmas.
Lemma 2.2 Given an array A of size n, a sample S in which each element from A is chosen
independently and randomly with probability p, with K being the set of distinct elements from S,
let k = |K| and let A − K be the compacted array in which all elements from K are removed from
array A. Then, A − K is of size O(k log n/p) w.h.p.
Proof: Let B be the sorted array of the elements in A. For our proof, we consider B. The
elements in S divide B into disjoint intervals. Consider an element A[i]. Suppose it lies in the
interval between two elements of S in B and these two elements are both equal to, say e. Then it
follows that A[i] = e since B is sorted. In that case A[i] cannot be in A − K. Therefore the size of
A − K is at most the total number of elements in B that lie in any interval between two elements
of S that are distinct. Note that there are at most k such intervals. In what follows we will prove
that w.h.p no interval has Ω(log n/p) elements; that would prove |A − K| = O(k log n/p) w.h.p.
We have
P r(Some interval has ≥ l elements) = No. of intervals P r(An interval has ≥ l elements)
≤ n(1 − p)l
≤ ne−pl

since (1 − x) ≤ e−x for x < 1

≤ 1/nc for any constant c setting l = O(log n/p)
It follows that w.h.p. no interval has Ω(log n/p) elements. That proves the lemma.
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Lemma 2.3 DistinctSort performs only O(1) recursive rounds.
Proof: We will simply unravel the first few rounds of recursion and determine the sizes of various
arrays. Let the subscript i denote the ith round of recursion with any parameter in the algorithm.
For the top level, i = 1; thus m1 = 1 and µ1 = √n 1log n . Since |E1 | < n1/4 for round 2 to begin,
1/4

we have m2 = O( n µ1log n ) = O(n3/4 log2 n) by applying Lemma 2.2. Now it is easy to check
that µ2 = Ω( n1/4 1log2 n ) and m3 = O(n1/2 log3 n) if round 3 commences. Continuing similarly,

µ3 = Ω(1/ log 3 n) and m4 = O(n1/4 log4 n) if round 4 commences. But m4 = O(n1/4 log4 n) ≤ n1/2
for sufficiently large n. Thus the recursion cannot proceed beyond that round (that is, round 4) in
Step 1. That proves the lemma.
We now analyze the time and work complexity of each round. We argue that each round takes
O(log k) time and O(n log k) work w.h.p. Steps 2, 5, and 6 have trivial implementations within
these bounds. We focus on the other steps. In steps 3 and 7, we need to compact arrays. It is easy
to see that each such time the arrays have at most n active elements for some fixed  < 1. Then,
the following result can be applied to get the desired bounds.
Lemma 2.4 ([7]) Given an array of size n with n selected items for any fixed  < 1, there is a
randomized algorithm to compact the selected items into an array linear in the number of selected
items in O(1) time and O(n) work.
It remains to consider Step 7. It is easy to see that P r(|C| = Ω(mµ log n)) is polynomially
√
small in n since the expected value of |C| is mµ. Thus, w.h.p, |C| = O( n) so Lemma 2.4 as well
as Lemma 2.1 may be applied. That leads to
Theorem 2.5 DistinctSort takes O(log k) time and O(n log k) work on an arbitrary CRCW
PRAM w.h.p.
Proof: ¿From the preceding discussion, it follows that each round takes O(log k) time and
O(n log k) work w.h.p. Combined with Lemma 2.3, that gives the bound in the theorem. The
correctness follows easily since we only eliminate those elements which are not unique in the array
and we always retain at least one of the copies. Also, we finally end up with precisely one copy of
each item.
Finally as remarked earlier, the renaming problem can be solved in O(log k) time and O(n log k)
work once DistinctSort is performed. That the resultant algorithm is of the Las Vegas type
follows since Lemma 2.4 is of the Las Vegas type (that is, it detects an error if there are more than
n active items) and we can check if the output of DistinctSort contains all the elements in C
in O(log k) time and O(n log k) work. That proves our main result.
We leave it open to design a fast deterministic optimal parallel algorithm for this problem.
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